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ReviewArticle

Varietiesof Capitalism
AndThenThereWasOne?
Chris Howell
Peter Hall and David Soskice, eds., Varieties of Capitalism: The Institutional
Foundationsof ComparativeAdvantage,Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001.
Wolfgang Streeck and Kozo Yamamura,eds., The Origins ofNonliberal Capitalism:
Germanyand Japan in Comparison,Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 2001.
David Coates, Models of Capitalism: Growth and Stagnation in the Modern Era,
Cambridge,Polity Press, 2000.
The time is appropriateto reassess the state of comparativepolitical economy. The
discipline has reached a moment of theoretical synthesis, similar to that which existed aroundthe concept of neocorporatismin the early 1980s, in which a series of discrete, incremental theoretical developments coalesce into a new theoretical paradigm. Something approachinga consensus has now emerged aroundthe notion that
national capitalisms are distinguishedone from anotherby particularconfigurations
of interlocking and interdependentpolitical-economic institutions that produce different forms of behavior on the part of economic actors, different economic and
social outcomes, and different patterns of economic development. These distinct
national capitalisms are quite resistantto pressures towardsconvergence upon a single model of capitalism.
While emphasis on the institutionalorganizationof capitalismhas become steadily more important in the last two decades, it has, in the varieties of capitalism
approach,achieved a level of theoretical sophistication, explanatoryscope, and predictive ambitionthat has rapidlymade it close to hegemonic in the field. A glance at
papers and panels at recent conferences makes clear the extent to which this framework has come to dominate discussion. Three edited collections, sharingmany contributorsand much of this theoretical approach, have been published in two years.
One of them, Varietiesof Capitalism, which contains the central theoretical statement of the approach,is reviewed here.1This review also examines two other works
that address the central concern of how to account for and evaluate distinct national
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models of capitalism but whose theoretical frameworks differ in importantways
from Varietiesof Capitalism,primarilyin their emphasis on the state, political struggle, class conflict, and capitalist crisis. These two books build upon and to some
extent point the way beyond the analysis providedin Varietiesof Capitalism.
The resurgence of neoliberalism, most explicitly in the English-speakingworld
but also in countries like France and Italy where its hold had previously seemed
weak, coupled with evidence of accelerating global economic integration,poses a
challenge to any intellectual frameworkthat posits the existence of distinctnational
models of capitalism and the persistence of nonmarket mechanisms of economic
regulation. At the same time, the familiar pecking order of capitalist economies
inheritedfrom the 1960s and 1970s has undergonefundamentalreordering,bringing
into question establishedexplanationsof economic performance.The once dominant
Japanese economy succumbed to a more than decade-long slump, while Modell
Deutschland has appeared sclerotic since reunification. The United States and
Britain, in contrast, long the economic laggards of the advanced capitalist world,
have experienced rapid growth and impressive employment records. These shifts
were bound to provoke some reevaluationof established categories and theories of
political economy. All three books under review, it should immediately be noted,
have responded to these developments by seeking to recreate and reinvigoratethe
intellectual space to comprehend the persistence of national divergence and the
importance of nonmarket forms of economic regulation and to reject Margaret
Thatcher'sfamous insistence that there is no alternative.
Recent developmentswithin capitalistpolitical economies createdthe impetusfor
a theoreticalreconstructionof comparativepolitical economy. But the mannerof its
reconstructionis also the product of a series of piecemeal theoretical steps taken in
the last two decades. Four principal theoretical streams have fed into the emerging
consensus. The first is obviously institutionalanalysis itself, as the study of institutions spread far beyond the state into the broaderpolitical economy and as institutions came to be understoodas not simply refractingexogenous shocks but increasingly as having some independentpower to structurethe distributionof economic
power and the interests and behavior of economic actors.2The second, and closely
related, stream is the recent interest within political science in the concept of path
dependence and its implications in understanding and identifying both lock-in
effects and moments of institutionalopenness.3The thirdarea of theoreticaldevelopment has been within interestgroup theory,where the emphasis upon labororganization characteristicof debates over neocorporatismhas given way to much greater
interest in employer interestsand organization.There are two distinct approachesto
"bringingcapital back in."4 One emphasizes the centralrole played by employersin
the constructionand maintenanceof industrialrelations and welfare institutionsand
the resultingmutual gains of employersand tradeunions that have permitteddurable
cross-class alliances.5The other has focused upon differentforms of employercoor104
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dination, with or without the cooperationof labor, as an explanationof the behavior
of economic actors and economic outcomes.6 Finally, many different theorists have
drawn attention to the existence of distinct national production systems. Piore and
Sabel's Second Industrial Divide recovered a historical alternativeto "Fordist"mass
production, and scholars subsequently identified both alternatives to Fordism and
differentnationaland subnationalFordisms.7Thus, it became possible to put the theoretical pieces together in such a way as to identify persistent national patterns of
economic development, each premised upon different political-economic institutions, forms of economic and social coordination,and cross-class alliances. Scholars
could then begin the task of labeling types of capitalism.8 These approaches all
sharedan emphasis upon nationaldistinctivenessalongside a high degree of continuity within each country over time. In contrast, the influence within comparative
political economy of theoreticalcurrentsthat stressed an essential discontinuityover
time in capitalist development,with some degree of convergence across countries at
any particulartime, waned.9
Varieties of Capitalism
The varieties of capitalism approachis theoretically sophisticated.In hindsight, it is
possible to identify its precursorsand several of the pieces of the theoreticalpuzzle,
but the resulting analytical frameworkremains distinctive, original, and enormously
ambitious. It is laid out in the superbintroductorychapterto Varietiesof Capitalism
by Hall and Soskice and illustratedin the subsequent chapters, though one of the
many interesting aspects of this book is the internal debates over the theoretical
frameworkamong several contributors.The book is described by its editors as "a
work-in-progress...a set of contentions that open up new research agendas rather
than settled wisdom to be accepted uncritically"(Hall and Soskice, eds., p. 2).
The introductory chapter is explicit about the distinctiveness of the analytical
frameworkwith regard to alternative approaches to political economy, which are
criticized for overemphasizingthe importance of both the state and labor. In contrast, the approachin Varieties of Capitalism is "a firm-centeredpolitical economy
that regards companies as the crucial actors in a capitalist economy" (Hall and
Soskice, eds., p. 6). The coordinationproblems facing firms and the firm as agent of
economic adjustmentorganize and inform the analysis of institutions.
Like much political economy of the past two decades, the focus of Varietiesof
Capitalism is on "understandinginstitutionalsimilarities and differences among the
developed economies" (Hall and Soskice, eds., p. 1), but unlike most other institutional accounts the importanceof institutionslies primarilyin their capacity to structure strategic interaction between economic actors and solve firms' coordination
problems. Thus, the importance of institutions is less that they distributepower or
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sanctionbehavior and more that they facilitate the flow of deliberationand information among actors, permit "decentralizedcooperation,"and solve familiarcollective
action problems,such as the underprovisionof training.10
Institutions are rarely able to perform these roles in isolation. Rather,there are
likely to be interactionsand complementaritiesamong institutions,such that one set
of institutions functions more effectively, or indeed may only function effectively,
when accompaniedby other institutions.The chapters are full of examples of these
complementary institutions. Franzese points to the linkage between central bank
independence and coordinatedbargainingin the efficient managementof inflation
and unemployment.On the one hand, centralbank credibility is most effective when
bargainingis coordinated.On the other, independentcentral banks and coordinated
bargainingare partial substitutesfor each other, suggesting alternativepaths to low
inflation. Mares explains the preferences of employers for different types of social
insurance in terms of their reliance on skilled labor and incidence of labor market
risk.11Estevez-Abe, Iversen, and Soskice also examine how differentforms of social
protection influence skill levels and internal labor markets. Particular forms of
employmentand wage protectionhave a differentialimpact upon investmentin firmspecific, industry-specific, and general skills, which in turn explains the distribution
of types of social policy across capitalisteconomies.12
These institutional complementarities have two importantconsequences. First,
there is a tendency for institutionsto reinforce each other, forming an interlocking
ensemble spanning the spheres of industrialrelations, the welfare state, and finance
that is resistantto change. Change in the sphere of industrialrelations, for example,
may be resisted because of its implications for corporategovernance or the training
regime. Second, institutionalcomplementaritieslead to the predictionthat clustersof
political economies share bundles of interdependentinstitutions.Thereforedistinct
types of political economy ought to be identifiable based upon their institutional
configuration.
Indeed, a crucial part of the theoretical frameworkof Varietiesof Capitalism is
the specification of two ideal-types, liberal marketeconomies and coordinatedmarket economies, each with a distinctive set of institutionsthat solves the coordination
problems of firms in quite differentways. Liberal marketeconomies, epitomizedby
the United States, rely upon hierarchies within firms and competitive markets.
Economic actors have only arms-lengthrelationshipswith each other, mediatedby
markets,and coordinationtakes place in response to price signals. One would anticipate competitive labor markets, with a high degree of managerialprerogativeand
limited collective bargaining,and capital marketsthat emphasize maximizing share
price in the short term. Coordinatedmarket economies, in contrast, epitomized by
Germany,rely on nonmarketforms of coordinationincluding negotiation, bargaining, and collaboration. One would anticipate bargaining relationships between
106
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unions and employersthat encourageindustrialcitizenship and a sharingof power in
the firm, relatively rigid internallabor markets,heavy investmentin skill formation,
a high degree of coordination among employers, interfirm networks, long-term,
bank-basedfinance, and a system of corporategovernance that encourages "patient
capital." In both models, the different institutional elements are tightly linked and
reinforce each other.
The liberal market economy model is much less well developed than the coordinated marketeconomy model. There is a danger,as Thelen puts, that liberal market
economies become a "residualcategory...mostlycharacterizedin negative terms, that
is, in terms of what they lack...ratherthan analyzed in terms of the alternativelogic
that animates them."13Hall and Soskice also note that within the OECD several
countries, including France, Italy, and Spain, do not fit into either of the two idealtypes. They suggest there may be a "Mediterranean"type, but the discussion of
alternativesto liberal market economies and coordinatedmarket economies is perfunctory, and the emphasis upon institutional complementarities makes it unclear
how effectively, for example, a coordinatedsystem of corporatefinance would function with a competitive labormarket.

There Is an Alternative
The approachdeveloped in Varietiesof Capitalismprovides the intellectualjustification for a critique of the idea that there is no alternativeand for predictions of onemodel-fits-all neoliberal orthodoxy.14Countrieshave different sets of institutionsto
manage such coordination problems as accessing capital, motivating employees,
ensuring appropriateskill levels, and bargainingover wages. No one set has obvious
advantagesthat are consistent over time and across all productiveactivities. The data
presentedon economic performancedo not show one cluster of countries,the liberal
market economies for example, as consistently outperforminganother.Rather,each
interlockinginstitutionalset does differentthings with different degrees of success.
Coordinated market economies appear to be particularly successful in generating
high skill, high wage, high productivityemploymentbecause of their combinationof
patient capitaland skilled labor with citizenship rights in the firm. They are likely to
provide a better home for high quality production.Liberal marketeconomies, in the
absence of painstakinglynegotiated coordinatinginstitutions,are able to make more
rapid adjustmentsin capital and labormarkets.Different firms and industrieswill be
attractedto each of these sets of institutions. Indeed, a fascinating table of patent
specialization by technology class shows that Germany and the United States specialize in technologies that are mirrorimages of each other (Hall and Soskice, eds.,
pp. 42-43).
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Hall and Soskice propose that the concept of comparativeinstitutionaladvantage
replace the traditionalcornerstoneof neoclassical free tradetheory,comparativeeconomic advantage.The theory of comparativeadvantage,as the authorspoint out, has
been challenged by capital mobility and intraindustrytrade.Comparativeinstitutional advantagepoints to the advantagecountrieshave in particularsectors by virtue of
their institutional configuration and the likelihood that capital will consider the
advantages and disadvantagesof institutions alongside simple factor endowments.
Lehrer'schapteron the strategicmanagementof Europeanairlinesdemonstrateshow
national airlines responded in different ways to the onset of price competition as a
result of locational institutionalresources.15Similarly,firms may engage in "institutional arbitrage,"spinning off the different parts of their activities to the countries
whose institutional set is most appropriate (Hall and Soskice, eds., p. 57). This
approachcan also explain state responses to trading regimes. Thus, the chapterby
Fioretos uses the varieties of capitalism frameworkto explain the negotiatingposition of Germanyand Britainduring the Maastrichtnegotiations.'6Overall,then, the
central significance of this approachis that it offers a comprehensiveframeworkto
explain comparativeeconomic performance(and its social consequences)that challenges the dominantassumptionsof neoclassical economics and rejects simple calls
for ever greaterderegulationand reliance upon unconstrainedmarkets.
It follows that Varietiesof Capitalism also has something distinctiveto say about
the likelihood of a convergenceamong capitalistsocieties in response to the multiple
associated changes that are subsumedunder the label of globalization.The varieties
of capitalism approachis skeptical of convergence.The interlocking,interdependent
natureof the institutionalsets that it describes makes it likely that they will be resistant to change. Furthermore,since there is no single best set of institutions,states
and private economic actors should not be expected to seek radical restructuringof
their economies. Rather,"nationsoften prosper,not by becoming more similar,but
by building on their institutionaldifferences....Thus,much of the adjustmentprocess
will be oriented to the institutionalrecreationof comparativeadvantage"(Hall and
Soskice, eds., pp. 60, 63). If anything, institutionalarbitrageis likely to consolidate
differenceratherthan erode it. Thus, there is the expectationof a high degree of conformity to type and of incremental change within a model or set of coordinating
mechanisms,ratherthan radicalchange or a jump to a differentmodel.
While not discussed by Hall and Soskice, others working within the loose framework of the varieties of capitalism approachhave suggested that, under pressureof
capital mobility and the shift to postindustrialemployment,what can be describedas
dual convergence has occurred. Convergence takes place within clusters but not
between them. Countries within each cluster become more alike but the central
divide between liberal marketeconomies and coordinatedmarketeconomies remains
and indeed becomes more stark.17Thus, with the breakdownof peak-level bargain108
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ing in Sweden, there is evidence that it is converging on the German model, while
among liberal market economies greater liberalization is leading to convergence
with the (pre-Enron) United States. Here, too, the limitations of a dichotomous
model manifest themselves. After all, if Franceand Italy are neitherliberal nor coordinated market economies in the first place, is there any reason to expect them to
converge on one of these two models?
There are reasons to question whether Hall and Soskice are right about convergence. Some are signaled by the contributorsthemselves. The impact of interdependent institutions can run both ways, after all. Perturbationsin one sphere have the
effect of undermining institutional arrangements in another. Hall and Soskice
acknowledge that internationalcapital mobility and acceleratingmergers and acquisitions may undermine the monitoring mechanisms of corporate governance and
conditions for patient capital in coordinated market economies. Given the close
interconnection between corporate governance and industrial relations that Vitols
and others demonstratein this book, it is hard to see how they will not lead employers to reassess traditionalcitizenship rights in the firm. Because it is extremelydifficult to construct negotiated forms of nonmarket coordination (the book edited by
Streeck and Yamamurashows how painful and historically contingent this process
can be), coordinatedmarketeconomies may be subject to a degree of liberalization,
while liberal marketeconomies are not subject to the opposite tendency.Thus, there
is, over time, a tendency for all capitalist economies to move towardsmore liberalization, not more coordination.
It should also be said that the coordinated market economy model is heavily
dependent upon the experience of Germany.The great majority of chapters in this
book and others using the varieties of capitalism framework use Germany as the
prime example of a coordinatedmarket economy. Germany is, however, "a moving
target,"and there is substantialevidence of a weakening of the coordinatinginstitutions in both industrialrelations and capitalmarkets.18It is thus questionableto what
extent Germanycan remain the poster child for an alternativeto deregulatedliberal
marketeconomies.

Bringing the State Back In-Again?
There is another, more fundamental, reason for taking convergence seriously.
Varietiesof Capitalism anticipates that the economic implications of comparative
institutional advantage will sustain continued divergence. However, if institutional
arrangementshave political preconditions, the prospects for divergence are more
bleak. This argumentis forcefully articulatedby Streeck, which is worth quoting at
length.
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...thesortof state capacitythatwas historicallyrequiredfor the defenseof nonliberalcapitalism
againstregimeincoherenceandliberalerosionmayno longerbe in supply,forbothdomesticand
of the state,whichin important
secondGreatTransformation
internationalreasons....Today's
wouldseemto amountnotjustto anotherwave
respectsappearsto be a directreversalof Polanyi's,
of economic liberalization,but to a perhapspermanentdismantling of collective capacityto resist

context.19
itwitha nonliberal
institutional
orbinditintoandreconcile
liberalization

Streeck'sobservationencouragesevaluationof the role the stateandpoliticalconflict
more generallyplay in the theoreticalframeworkof varietiesof capitalism.The firmcentered political economy of the varieties of capitalism approachidentifies a secondaryrole for statesand is criticalof earliertheoreticalapproachesthatassigneda central role to state action. It identifies the "principalproblem facing policymakers...[as]
one of inducingeconomic actorsto cooperatemore effectivelywith each other"through
the constructionof institutionsthatencourage"betterforms of coordinationamongprivate-sectoractors"(Hall and Soskice, eds., p. 45). States clearly matterbecause their
rule-makingand coercive powers serve to reinforcecoordination,which is one reason
why Varietiesof Capitalism(and indeed the other two books under review) take the
nation-stateseriously as a locus of economic regulationand reject a shift in focus to
eithersubnationalor supranationallevels. Thus, states do not impose policies but rather
induceprivateactorsto act in their own interestsby bettercoordinatingtheiractivities.
In this task, those capacitiesusually associatedwith "strong"states are not necessarily
the most valuable.A traditionalstrongstate,ThatcheriteBritain,for example,mightbe
able to facilitaterapidliberalizationbut not induce cooperation;statesthatsharepower
with privateactorsaremore likely to succeed.
Several of the contributorsto this book point to the tendency within the varieties
of capitalism approachto "underplaythe importanceof the political dimensions of
political economies" and emphasize the need to take politics and policymakingmore
seriously.20The theoreticalframeworkof Varietiesof Capitalismoffers an extremely
thin notion of politics and state action, in which governments, whose function is
essentially to encourage coordination among economic actors, act largely at the
behest of employers. States do not appear to have interests distinguishable from
those of employers, nor do they have the capacity to act independentlyof, still less
against, employer interests. Managing the political economy is a fundamentally
cooperative venture: coordinating activities, facilitating information flows, and
encouragingcooperation.This approachbetraysa latent functionalismin which capitalist political economies and the social relationsthat undergirdthem are fundamentally nonconflictual; the interests of different actors can be effectively coordinated
for long periods by sets of institutions.These institutions have a tendency to reinforce and reproducethemselves over time, each producingits own "equilibriumpolicy outcome" (Hall and Soskice, eds., p. 258). As the other two books underreview
demonstrate,this image is difficult to squarewith the reality of capitalist economic
development.
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Given these constraints,it is hardto avoid the conclusion that not only are efforts
by governments to change the direction of a political economy doomed to failure,
but also that the frameworkof Varietiesof Capitalism provides a post hoc justification of the radical neoliberal restructuringin Britain and the United States after
1980.21The contributionby Wood, which seeks to explain differences in national
policy patterns, is the most "political"contribution,but it reveals the limitations of
the conception of politics in Varietiesof Capitalism.For Wood, it is not political conflict, or partisanor ideological difference over policy, that is important,but ratherthe
congruence between policy patternsand the underlying institutionalcontext and the
capacity of states to deliver the policies that underpin coordination among private
actors.Varyingbusiness-governmentrelationshipsacross varieties of capitalismcondition the policy regimes of governments.Employerpreferences determinethe content of policy (again, states have little or no autonomy), but the nature of the business-governmentrelationshipand the structureof the political system (its centralization and capacity for sharing power) contributeto the stability and effectiveness of
coordination.In Wood'scase study,coordinatedbusiness organizationand a political
system that dispersed power and requiredcoalition governmentthwartedsubstantial
liberalizationof the labor marketin Germany,while uncoordinatedbusiness organization and a concentratedand centralizedpolitical system permitted radical liberalization in Britain.
Culpepper'scontributionto Varietiesof Capitalism explicitly addresses the difficulty facing policymakers who seek to create coordinating institutions where none
existed before. His case studies focus upon vocational education and training in
Germanyand France.While more optimistic about the possibilities of creatingcoordinatinginstitutions,Culpepperultimately finds very little room for purposeful state
action and endorses Wood's conclusion that strong employer associations are a precondition of success.
The close correspondencebetween a policy regime and the underlyinginstitutional configurationof the political economy really only permits policies that accentuate
the dominantform of coordination.However unpalatablethat vision of politics may
be, there is substantial evidence to support it. There is little discussion of "third
ways"-center-left, post-social-democraticgovernments-in Varietiesof Capitalism,
but it is strikingthat those elements of a thirdway that implied some convergenceon
the Germanmodel (stakeholdingand reform of corporate governance)were quickly
jettisoned by Blair's government in Britain, while those that implied convergence
with the United States (workfare, individual rather than collective rights at work)
were implemented. A case can be made that important aspects of the third way
should be consideredpolicy adaptationsspecific to center-left governmentsin weakly coordinatedliberal marketeconomies.22
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What about the Workers?
The absence of any real place for conflict or the exercise of power in the framework
of Varietiesof Capitalism is remarkable.It explains the near invisibility of labor
within the book and the theoretical framework.It is surely no coincidence that the
one contributionwhose central theme is labor politics, Thelen's, is also the one that
is most dubious about the absence of attention to the political dynamics underlying
institutional construction and maintenance. Labor is very much a minor actor in
Varietiesof Capitalism.Its relative invisibility is both a reaction to its currentweakened state at the dawn of the twenty-first century and the product of a reinterpretation of the relative roles of unions and employers in the process of institutionalconstruction in earlier periods.23Not only is Thelen's the only chapter to focus upon
labor or industrialrelations, but several of the contributorscontest "labor-centered
analyses"of welfare institutions,rejectingthe conventionalview that labormobilization helps explain the construction of social protection regimes and that welfare
states contributeto the decommodificationof labor (Hall and Soskice, eds., p. 184).
Rather,the chaptersby Mares and Estevez-Abe, Iversen, and Soskice emphasizethe
functionality of welfare institutions for employers, particularly in contributingto
skill formation.
Trade unions often appear to exist only in order to solve collective action problems for employersand have little independentexistence or history.Yet class contestation over the central institutionsof capitalistpolitical economies has been a persistent feature of the postwar period, expressed both in synchronous strikewaves, particularly immediately after World War II and again between 1967 and 1979, and
major debates within most advanced capitalist societies over the direction of economic and social development in which the labor movement played a centralpart.
One of the many virtues of Models of Capitalism is its recovery of many of these
important debates: autogestion in France, the extension of codetermination in
Germany, wage earner funds in Sweden, industrial democracy and the alternative
economic strategy in Britain, and industrialpolicy in the United States.The danger
of the perspective of Varietiesof Capitalismis that it flattens history, explainingthe
failure of these more radical political economic projects as overdetermined, a
restorationof equilibriumratherthan a result of political conflict and the exercise of
power in a contingent historical process. It is not clear what is gained by redefining
the ubiquitousworkplace conflict between employers and workers as a coordination
problem. What is lost is the sense that power is exercised by actors with different
interestsand unequalresources and capacities. In workingwithin the frameworkof a
smoothly functioning, self-adjustingpolitical economy, the approachof Varietiesof
Capitalism finds it difficult to describe, still less explain, the moments of crisis and
conflict that are a centralpart of comparativepolitical economy.
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Nonliberal Capitalism
The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism grew out of a conference held in the mid
1990s that explored the similarities between the German and Japanese political
economies and the difference between them and the "standardcapitalism" of the
United States. In the context of a weakening of those economies and the apparent
strength of the more deregulated liberal market economies, it also examined the
degree to which convergence on the deregulatedmarket model might be necessary.
The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism is one of two volumes projected to emerge
from this collective research. It investigates how and why the institutions of nonliberal capitalism were created and then maintained from the mid nineteenth century
through the 1950s. A second volume, focusing upon the contemporaryperiod, will
explore the issue of convergence and the particularchallenges facing the German
and Japaneseeconomies in the currentperiod.
The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalismhas a quite different theoretical thrustthan
Varietiesof Capitalism. Its historical approachreintroduces politics into an overly
functionalistaccount of political economy by identifying founding moments and lost
alternativesand by exploring the political settlements and shifting coalitional bases
that permit institutions to thrive. It presents a dynamic view of changing political
economies, in contrast to the contributionsto Varietiesof Capitalism, which often
appearmore as snapshotsthat capturethe organizinglogic of contemporarypolitical
economies at a particularmoment in time. The historical approachis also useful to
the extent that it shows how states and privateactors responded to earlier challenges
of liberalization,in the mid nineteenth century and again after WorldWar II, and so
contains lessons for the prospects of resisting the currentbout of liberalization.
In some ways, the approachtaken in The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism overlaps and is consistent with that of Varietiesof Capitalism, reinforcing and adding
impressive historical detail to the account of comparativeinstitutionaldevelopment
articulatedby Hall and Soskice. Many of the insights derived from the frameworkin
Varietiesof Capitalism also find confirmation here, and two scholars, Thelen and
Vitols, contributedto both books. Thus, while Streeck, in his wide-ranging and carefully argued introductorychapter,prefers the negative appellation "nonliberalcapitalism"to the more familiarterms used to describe Germanyand Japan,arguingthat
all marketeconomies, even the most liberal, are subject to some degree of coordination, embedding, or institutionalization,he nonetheless accepts the broad dichotomy
between two types of political economy. While an earlier generation of scholars
envisaged something closer to a tripartitetypology of market, coordinated,and statist political economies, with France and Japan as prime exhibits of the third type,
Streeck andYamamurajoin Hall and Soskice in discardingthe statist ideal-type and
integratingJapan into the coordinated/nonliberalcategory. Gone are the breathless
accounts of industriaiplanning and the state as gatekeeperbetween the domestic and
113
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international economies. Instead, industrial relations, interfirm networks, and the
role of banks are said to characterizeJapanesepolitical economy and markit out for
inclusion in the coordinated/nonliberalcamp.
All the contributorsnote importantdifferencesbetween the Japaneseand German
political economies: enterprisecommunity versus sectoral corporatism;segmentalism and dualism versus solidarism;flexible mass productionversus diversified quality production.In addition,a much greateremphasis upon the juridificationof institutional arrangementscharacterizesGermany,while labor exclusion is a hallmarkof
Japanesepolitical economy.Nevertheless, the similaritiesoverwhelmthe differences.
In both cases:
Socialconstraints
andopportunities...typically
enforcedby socialinstitutions,
definethelegitimate
andmarketsin the economy-cum-society
in
place andthe possiblerangeof markettransactions
which they take place. By circumscribingand thereby limiting the role of markets,they typically

"distort"them, for exampleby shieldingdesirablesocial conditionsfrommarketfluctuations.
(Streeck andYamamura,eds., p. 2)

Furthermore,as Lehmbruch'scontributiondemonstrates,there have been deliberate
emulationand institutionalborrowingbetween the two countriesat criticalmoments
of institutional construction in the nineteenth century and between the two world
wars.
It follows from the definition of nonliberalcapitalism that this book shares with
Varietiesof Capitalism an emphasis on the role of institutions in organizing, constraining, and coordinatingeconomic relationships.It also recognizes the centrality
of institutionalinteractionand linkage. Thus, Vitols's contributionexplores the connections among industrial relations, social protection, and financial systems; it
argues that there was a close relationship between solidaristic labor regimes and
bank-basedfinance in Germanyand Japan.24The emphasis upon institutionalinteraction also leads several contributorsto argue that welfare systems played a central
role in the overall configuration of the political economy. Manow, in particular,
echoes the rejection by Mares in Varietiesof Capitalism of the "labormobilization"
thesis, in which labor movement strength is said to explain welfare state development; reversing that causal arrow, Manow explains developments in the sphere of
industrialrelations as a productof social policy.25The functionalityof welfare institutions for economic development,ratherthan their conflict or incompatibilitywith
economic growth, is emphasized. As in Varietiesof Capitalism,the internalcoherence of the institutionalconfigurationof nonliberalcapitalismis repeatedlyimplied.
The final importantarea of overlap with Varietiesof Capitalism is the relative
irrelevanceof labor as an actor.As noted above, Manow arguesthat laborgains are a
by-productof social policy and broaderpolicies of incorporation.Indeed,he argues
that the introductionof the principle of Paritdt for the managementof social insur114
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ance served to reduce employers'resistance to its later incorporationinto collective
bargaining. Organized labor was simply too weak and too easily repressed in
Germanyand Japanin the second half of the nineteenth century and again between
the two world wars to play a significant role in institutionalconstruction.Insofar as
the contributorsargue that institutionscreated in the mid nineteenth century persisted with little change well into the post-WorldWarII period, it is no surprisethat they
see labor as a bit player. Thelen and Kume, in an article on nonliberal training
regimes, focus more upon the labormarket,and union structureis importantbecause
in neither Japannor Germanydid craft unions emerge and seek to control skills and
contest skill formation across class boundaries.26Rather,unions emerged later and
largely collaborated with employers in the construction of training regimes. Class
conflict appearsmuted in The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism and is displaced by
mutual interestand accommodationacross class lines.

States, Historical Moments, and Legitimacy
Nonetheless, for all the similarities in approach, The Origins of Nonliberal
Capitalism has a quite different theoretical thrust than Varietiesof Capitalism by
virtue of the centralityof state action, political conflict, and historical contingency in
institutionalconstruction,maintenance,and change. System coherence and integration had to be continuously defined, established, and restored, and institutions
emerged from experimentation,improvisation, coevolution, elective affinities, and
unintendedconsequences. As Streeck argues, "accordingto this model, evolution is
in part 'path dependent,' in part affected by unique exogenous shocks, and in any
case replete with accumulating internal inconsistences that make for a permanent
need for reorganization and reconstruction" (Streeck and Yamamura,eds., p. 8).
Jackson's contribution epitomizes this approach.27In his account of the parallel
emergence of corporategovernanceand institutionsof industrialcitizenship, contingent timing, unintended consequences, and the plasticity of institutions jostle for
attention,each contributingto coevolution at key junctures when liberal alternatives
were suppressedand nonliberalinstitutionsbecame embedded.There is, in short, an
oddly refreshingcausal messiness underlyingthe contributionsto this book that contrastswith the more orderlypresentationof Varietiesof Capitalism.
War,dictatorship,and coercion were the midwives of nonliberalcapitalism, so the
state was bound to have been a central actor in its construction. In the context of
belated industrializationand delayed nation-building,predemocraticstate elites had
room for "political-economicmaneuvering"(Streeck and Yamamura,eds., p. 34). In
Germany and Japan, economic logic was subordinatedto political goals, as states
sought to constrainratherthan liberatemarketsin orderto achieve economic growth
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without political liberalism. Economic stability and the incorporationof key groups
drove the construction of institutions. Thus, each contributor demonstrates the
importanceof state action at key junctures.Vitols questions the traditionalview that
banks played a central role in German and Japanese industrialization, instead
emphasizing the regulatoryrole of the state in encouragingbank-basedfinance. For
Manow,in contrastto the sharpdistinctionbetween public and privatewelfareprovision typical of the United States and Britain, nonliberal capitalism is distinguished
by a blurringof the public and private;states regulate and subsidize privatewelfare
provision. And for Thelen and Kume, state treatmentof the artisan sector--protecting and regulating it in Germany,permitting its eclipse by large, modem firms in
Japan-plays a large part in explaining the different trainingregimes that emerged.
In these accounts, alliances between state elites and class and nonclass actorspermit
the construction of institutions, and states continuously have to recreate coalitions
supporting these institutions. Thus, in The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism, the
causal arrows run not from a productionregime to a set of supportinginstitutions,
but in the opposite direction; the "historical causal sequence...extends from statebuilding through social policy and labor relations to the organizationof production"
(Streeck andYamamura,eds., p. 14).
It is unclear whetherthe centralityof the firm in Varietiesof Capitalismis a theoretical statement(firms should be at the center of any analysis of political economy)
or a historical one (at this point in the developmentof capitalism,firms are the central actors), the latterleaving open the possibility that a state or labor-centeredpolitical economy might have been more appropriateat some point in the past and perhaps will be again in the future.On the evidence providedby the contributorsto The
Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism, the centrality of the firm in Varieties of
Capitalism may be more usefully understoodas a historically specific reflection of
contemporaryeconomic conditions than as a more general theoreticalstatement.
There is disagreement among the contributors to The Origins of Nonliberal
Capitalismover the criticalhistoricalmomentsat which politicalaction by statesmade
possible the institutionalizationof nonliberalcapitalism. Streeck emphasizesthe late
nineteenth century,the first point at which liberalizationis rejected, and the period
immediately after World War II, when markets, independent unions, and political
democracy were grafted onto conservative institutionsto create a successful hybrid
form of capitalism, despite having initially been imposed from without by military
occupation. Several other contributors,including Lehmbruch,Vitols, and Jackson,
while agreeing on the earlierjuncture,point to the 1920s and 1930s as the key period
when furtherliberalizationwas rejectedand nonliberalcapitalismbecame embedded.28
For these contributors,the institutionsconstructedin the late nineteenthcenturyand
reinforcedin the interwarperiodunderwentonly marginalchangeafter 1945.
The chapter by Lehmbruch adds an importantdiscursive element to an understanding of institutionalconstructionand maintenance,one that muddies the causal
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waters and furtherdistances his account from a firm-centeredone. In the course of
exploring the interchange of ideas and institutions between Germany and Japan,
Lehmbruchargues that the process of embedding institutionsrequires a shared cognitive framework.This "hegemonic discourse" selects certain institutions as more
cognitively conceivable and feasible, imbuing them with greaterlegitimacy than others. There is, therefore,a certain fit between a given hegemonic discourse and a set
of political-economic institutions.A discourse of social integration emerged in the
1870s in Germany as a coalition of conservatives, Catholics, and protectionists
rejected economic liberalization.It was selectively emulatedin Japan(where vertical
integrationwas emphasized in place of horizontal integrationin Germany), and in
both countries it legitimized a set of nonliberal, market-constraininginstitutions.A
similar argumentis suggested by Hall and Soskice (though not developed in any of
the contributionsin their book); they arguethat sharedunderstandingsand "common
knowledge"are a component of institutions, such that, to "remainviable, the shared
understandings associated with [institutions] must be reaffirmed periodically by
appropriatehistorical experience" (Hall and Soskice, eds., pp. 13, 14). The way
actors think about political-economic arrangementsand the range of choices available to them become importantparts of institutionalselection, embedding, and path
dependence.
The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism is bound to have little to say about the
prospect of convergenceamong political economies at the beginning of the twentyfirst century.But the historical trajectoryof Streeck'sintroductorychapter,with its
emphasis upon the political preconditionsof institutionaldevelopment, does provide
groundsfor pessimism about the continuedviability of nationalmodels of nonliberal
capitalism.He points out that nonliberalcapitalismin Germanyand Japanhas in fact
become increasinglyliberal in the course of the twentiethcentury,subject to "creeping liberalization"(Streeck andYamamura,eds., p. 36). At the same time, the capacity of states to resist the erosion of nonliberalinstitutions,always crucial to their success, has been reduced.Lehmbruchadds that convergencewould requirea breakdown
in the hegemonic discourse that underpinnedthe Germanand Japanesemodels. It is
debatableto what degree that discoursehas so far brokendown, but ideas aboutpolitical-economic institutions,which now flow across nationalbordersas freely as capital, will play as large a part as the coordinatingfunctions of the institutions themselves in determiningthe persistenceof distinctnationalmodels of capitalism.29

Bringing Class and Capitalism Back In
The central issue addressedby Models of Capitalism is the conditions under which
economic performanceis maximized. Is growth best left to the market-is there one
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"right way" (Coates, p. 1)-or does a range of viable models of capitalism exist?
Woven throughoutthe book, and differing from the other books under review, is an
argument,rooted in the Marxist traditionof political economy, that emphasizes the
uneven developmentof capitalism across the advancedcapitalist world and the conflictual class arrangementsunderlying the institutional configuration of capitalist
economies.
The main distinction between the theoretical frameworkemployed here and that
of the other two books (for all their differences) is between an analysis of varietiesof
institutionalarrangementsand an analysis of varieties of class relationships.Coates
brings the notion of power back to the center of analysis, where power is understood
as the preserve not only of states, but of classes as well. Thus, class conflict and the
mannerin which institutionsare both a response to and a product of it play a central
part in Coates's explanatoryframeworkand narrativeof postwar capitalistdevelopment. Understandingpolitical-economic institutions as mechanisms for "powering"
as well as coordinatingand deliberatingis a useful corrective to the form of institutional analysis employed in Varietiesof Capitalism.30
Models of Capitalism is organized around an evaluation of the main theoretical
arguments adduced to explain which models of capitalism are most successful at
producing economic growth and at what social cost. Coates provides a meticulous
and exhaustive evaluationof the evidence on the relationshipbetween economic performance and forms of labor organization,the mobilization and deploymentof capital, an arrayof micro and macroeconomicpolicies, particularlyskill formation,and
even the economic impact of culturalnorms. In several places he uses paired comparisons of two countries to examine the merits of a particularargument,for example, comparing the impact of labor organizationon Swedish and British economic
performance.The task, for Coates, is to explain not only the success of a particular
national model of capitalism, but also the reasons why that same model could be
associated with impressive growth in one period but more lacklusterperformancein
another.The decline or retreatof the British and U.S. economies in the threedecades
after 1950, not just their rebound in the 1990s, needs to be explained. Germanand
Japanese economic performancepresents a mirror image to that of Britain and the
U.S. In short, Coates examines the interactionbetween national sets of institutional
arrangementsand the uneven developmentof capitalisteconomies.
Putting the Politics Back into Political Economy
Models of Capitalismmakes three contributionsto debates over nationalvarietiesof
capitalism. First, it offers a much more thorough examination of liberal market
economies. Varietiesof Capitalism has relatively little to say about liberal market
economies, concentratingits attentionupon coordinatedmarketeconomies, and The
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Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism concerns only Germany and Japan. As noted
above, there is a tendency in studies of varieties of capitalism for liberal market
economies to appearas one-dimensional caricatures,refugees from an introductory
economic textbook defined by their divergence from the coordinatedmarket economy model ratherthan in their own terms. ThroughoutModels of Capitalism, by contrast, liberal market economies receive equal billing. An early chapter is devoted to
examining argumentsabout the sources of British and U.S. decline after 1950, and
Britainis used in several of the paired comparisons.
The British case is pivotal for the debate about varieties of capitalism for a number of reasons. Contestation,class conflict, and radical restructuringof political-economic institutions characterizeBritish postwar experience and indeed appear to be
more characteristicof liberalmarketeconomies in general than their more coordinated counterparts.They may be reasons why studies that focus upon coordinatedmarket economies place greater weight upon mutual accommodation, cross-class
alliances, and incremental, path-dependentchange. In contrast to the argument in
Varietiesof Capitalismthat firms either adapttheir business strategiesto the institutional arrangementsthey face or exit by moving to a country with a better institutional fit for their type of economic activity, evidence from the 1970s and 1980s
shows that British firms sought aggressively to change the institutions they faced,
particularlyin the sphere of industrialrelations.
The experience of Britain also raises the question of whether alternativepaths of
institutionaldevelopment existed. It is not obvious that Britain qualified as a liberal
market economy prior to 1980. It certainly lacked employer and bank coordination,
but it had extensive collective bargaining (primarilyat the industry level until the
1960s) and a universal welfare state, and it is certainly arguablethat it was moving
along a path toward a more coordinated, even planned, economy in the 1970s.31
Coates'saccount makes clear that the failure of Britainto develop along a non-liberal marketeconomy path from the late 1970s onwardswas the productof conflict and
the systematic dismantlingof collective forms of coordination,ratherthan an essentially preordained reversion to type. Thus, the purposeful strategic actions of
employers and the Thatcheritestate substantiallytransformedthe traditionalmixed
political economy of Britainin the direction of a liberalmarketeconomy. The British
case, in short, presents an image of institutional development at odds with the one
that dominatesthe varieties of capitalismapproach.
The second contributionof Models of Capitalismis its emphasison the importance
of the class contextwithin which institutionsoperate.Discussing the role of the financial sectorin Britainand Germany,Coatespointsto the quite different"class character"
of capitalin the two countriesby virtueof theirdifferenthistoricaldevelopment.
Thegapbetween
financeandindustry
intheUKwasnotsimplya gapbetween
Itwas
institutions.
a gapbetweenfractionsof a commonclass,whoselocationin theemergingworldcapitalistsystem
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after1870gaveits financialstratabotha set of international
orientations
andthemarketpowerto
themon localindustrial
we are
superimpose
capital.Thatwasnottruein the Germancase....What
we aredealdealingwithin the Germancaseis not simplya superiorset of institutional
practices:
ing with a strongerindustrialbourgeoisie. (Coates, p. 177)

Coates repeatedlypoints to the mannerin which the web of class relationships,compromises, and struggles (both between and within classes) structuresthe kinds of
political settlementsand the range of viable institutionalarrangementsthatare possible. In a sense, this point is obvious. But unless the obvious is stated, it becomes
more plausible to ascribe to institutionswhat are in fact the attributesof social relationships and slowly to replace the "powering"function of institutionswith coordination. Coates reminds the reader that institutions are a congealed form of social
power, reflecting a particularmoment or balance of power at the time of their construction.
This argumentalso helps to explain why Coates shares much of Streeck'spessimism about the prospects for the maintenanceof distinct models of capitalism.In
his words,
continuity of institutions is less important than discontinuity of outcomes....The architectureof

institutional
delivers(especiallyfor
maynotbe changing,butwhatthatarchitecture
arrangements
differencesthey
workers)definitelyis...thoughthe formof the modelsmay stay,the substantive
oncerepresented
fortherightsandrewardsof workersarebeginningto evaporate.
(Coates,p. 260)

Focusing attention on the persistence of institutional arrangementsmay miss the
breakdown of the social and political settlements underlying them and the consequent transformationin the substantive effects of those institutions. For example,
many scholarshave pointed to the resurgencein recent years of national-levelcorporatist agreementsbetween labor movements and states.32Yet the similarityin institutional form masks the fundamentallydifferent purpose of these more recent agreements, which is for the most part the political legitimationof labor marketderegulation and the dismantlingof social welfare regimes.
The thirdcorrectiveto institutionalanalysis that Coates provides is to focus attention upon the temporal dimension of capitalist development. As noted above, one
theoretical strandof political economy in the 1980s and 1990s, that loosely associated with Frenchregulationtheory, linked a recognitionthat institutionsregulateeconomic growth-something shared with most institutionalist studies-with an
emphasis upon the (often uneven) development over time of capitalist economies,
the periodic shifts in the underlyingpattern and form of economic growth, and the
mannerin which these changes in the growth regime themselves challenge the institutional configuration of a given political economy. This temporal dimension calls
into question the viability of a particularmodel of capitalism.As Coates puts it, "in
the end the problem seems to lie not with modelling but with capitalism. It is not
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that particularmodels of capitalism fail to function in a satisfactorymanner...rather
that capitalismitself, whateverits form, is capable of functioning only with sporadic
effectiveness and always at considerable social cost" (Coates, p. 233). A model of
capitalismcan fail to function effectively not just because of an exogenous shock but
also because of an accumulationof internal contradictions.Changes over time in the
effectiveness of different sets of political-economic arrangements are themselves
productsof changes in the underlyingnature of capitalist economic growth. Models
based upon a major industrial policy role for the state eroded as the space for
autonomousstate action shrank,while corporatistmodels fell victim to the mobility
of capital and the weakening of national labor movements. Thus, charting the rise
and fall of each model of capitalismrequiresrecognizing the manner in which capitalism periodicallytransformsitself.

Conclusion
Varietiesof Capitalism is the state of the art of institutionalanalysis. Its theoretical
frameworkprovides a compelling explanation of why the world still has distinct
nationalvarieties of capitalism(even if the range of varieties has shrunk)and of how
institutions intersect to reinforce these varieties. It establishes a space for rigorous
institutionalanalysis-going well beyond the usual assertion that institutions matter
to show precisely when, why, and how they matter-which in turnspermits the identification of the different institutionallogics of capitalist growth. It thus provides a
potent intellectual weapon against neoliberal orthodoxy and demonstratesthe value
of the social sciences' communicatingacross their self-imposed disciplinary boundaries. The importanceof this contributionin understandingthe implications of institutionalstructurefor economic performancecan not be overstated.
There is nonetheless an incomplete quality to the theoretical framework of
Varietiesof Capitalism.Its analysis privileges regime stability over crisis, institutional continuity over discontinuity, internal coherence and equilibrium over internal
contradictionand crisis, coordinationand mutual accommodation over conflict and
contention,policy over politics, and business over the state and labor.It is a political
economy better suited to explaining the mid 1990s than the mid 1970s and the evolution of coordinatedmarketeconomies than liberal marketeconomies. One path of
theoreticaldevelopment is to build upon this approach,to incorporatethe historical
and fundamentallypolitical origins of national institutionalarrangements.This path
is the great strengthof The Origins of Nonliberal Capitalism. It emphasizes contingency, political contestation, and the central role of the state at key historical
moments of institutionalconstructionand embedding.
There is also virtue, as Coates suggests, in going beyond institutional analysis,
both of Hall and Soskice and of Streeck and Yamamura,to analyze capitalism itself.
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The approachof Varietiesof Capitalismis middle-level theorizing at its best, but, in
the absence of an articulationwith theorizing about the uneven and interdependent
development of national capitalisms and the contradictoryelements, crisis tendencies, and propensity for perpetualreinventionwithin capitalist economies, the danger for institutionalistanalysis is always that it will become too static, able to explain
stability but not rupture, and will render invisible the exercise of class power that
underliescoordinationand equilibriumin the political economy.
Iversen and Pontusson have warned against a "version of revisionism"in which
"issues of power and distributionfade into the backgroundand comparativepolitical
economy comes to revolve entirely around coordination."33Recognizing that the
economy in which transactionsare being coordinatedis capitalist and that the economic actorswhose actions are being coordinatedare class actors goes a long way in
restoringdynamism, conflict, and power to the center of comparativepolitical economy. What is required,in other words, is not simply institutionaltheory,but an institutional theory of capitalism. The intellectual promise of the varieties of capitalism
approachopens up exciting new research agendas. The next step is to place its distinctive institutionalanalysis within a wider theoretical frameworkthat incorporates
historical trajectories, class relationships, and the development of capitalism as a
global system.
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